ALIMATHÀ
BAREFOOT

IN

PARADISE

Opened in 1972, Alimathà's
name originally meant "woman
face". Located in the Vaavu
Atoll, one of the most pristine
and undiscovered site in
Maldives, Alimathà embodies
the soul of NAKAI Group.
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RESTAURANTS
Taste the Italian style of our restaurant. You can choose between All-inclusive and
A la càrte formula, experiencing a journey of tastes between Maldives and Italy.

ROMANTIC DINNER
Feel the sand under your feet.
Listen to the sound of the sea.
Look to the star and enjoy our
Romantic Dinner.

COFFEE SHOP

Enjoy your dinner
nearby the sea,
and explore our
Chef proposal.

MAIN BAR

A perfect place where enjoy
every hour of the day. Have a
fresh drink during the morning
and enjoy live music at night.

SUNSET BAR
Overlooking the sea, facing
the horizon, our Sunset Bar
makes the last hours of the
day a real poetry of sounds
and colors.

BEACH BAR
Where to have a fresh drink
after the sun bed time or a
dive into the sea. At Beach
Bar you can enjoy every
moment and some snacks.

SPORT & ACTIVITIES
Windsurf

Gym

Canoa

Morning Gym

Futsal

Table Tennis

Tennis

Darts

Acquagym

Bowls

Beach Volley

RELAX
Let yourself be transported
by the tranquility of our
Maadigha spa. A cozy and
quiet place where you can
abandon yourself thanks to
the best massage techniques
and rebalance your senses.

DIVING
Alimathà is not only a tropical
paradise for the sun, the
beautiful beach and the
surrounding nature. Underwater
there is a real world to discover
and you can do it together with
TGI Diving staff. The island is
located close to a wide
selection of unique dive sites.
Some of them are on the list of
the best diving sites in the
world.

